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Carol & Terry Crawford Funeral Services is a locally owned and operated funeral home with 
a strong emphasis on support and assistance for families. 

Many people in Geelong will already know owners Terry and Carol Crawford through the 
years of funeral care they have offered to local families. 

Set within a hectare of tranquil gardens, Carol & Terry Crawford Funeral Services has 
created a warm and comfortable atmosphere for bereaved family and friends. 

A beautifully appointed chapel and private areas feature uninterrupted views across Corio 
Bay to the You Yangs.  

At Carol & Terry Crawford Funeral Services the Chapel has an indoor seating capacity of 110 

with further standing room for another 40. 

For larger services an indoor/ outdoor area which includes LCD screens and speakers can 

accomodate more people. 

Along with our beautiful gardens, gazebo, and large carpark our facilities provide a warm, 

relaxed environment to help dispell the apprehension quite often associated with funerals. 

In the near future the completion of a designated building for catering purposes will fully 

compliment our existing facilities. 

The experience of grief can be overwhelming and often confusing, particularly in the early 

weeks and months following a significnt loss or change.  

Grief reactions can affect our emotions, behaviour and health. These reactions can feel 

extremely chaotic and can contribute to a sense of losing control.  Whilst  these reactions 

may feel extreme and chaotic, they are usually a normal reaction to a signifcant loss and will 

subside over time as the person learns to integrate the loss into their life.  

However, sometimes intervention is required and recognizing and perhaps understanding 

what is being experienced may eleviate some of the stress related to grief.  

Bereavement support is available to all family members following a death if required, via 

phone calls or visits.  This support is part of our service and therefore there is no charge. 

We offer continuing support and advice to those recently or not so recently bereaved. 

Contact Carol & Terry Crawford Funeral Services for further information: Email 

Telephone business hours: 03 5248 5500 



At Carol & Terry Crawford Funeral Services we pride ourselves on providing an exceptional 
level of service to our families. 

Our attention to detail and respect for the bereaved before, during and after the funeral 
service are our priorities.  

We will guide you through the many and varied choices regarding the funeral service. 
Helping you to remember and pay tribute to your loved one in an individualised service. 

 

 

   


